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Letter from the 
Editors 
By Jill Heiney-Smith, Emily Huff, and 

Pete Renn 

 

This is the final issue of Curriculum in Context for this 

editorial team.  For three years, we have worked to 

curate a collection of articles that are relevant, 

meaningful, and representative of the hard work that 

teachers, students and leaders are enacting across the 

state of Washington. The theme of this issue is Teaching, 

Leading and Learning in a Continually Changing Climate 

and the four articles within offer both practical and 

profound insights into the ways that we are collectively 

reimagining schools and schooling since the onset of 

Covid-19. While the titles and topics vary greatly, the 

theme of “change” and a commitment to overall social-

emotional and societal wellbeing is a thread that 

connects them. 

In Still Becoming, Dale and Blum share their authentic 

and relatable journey towards humanizing education as a 

result of the pandemic’s forced reflection into pedagogy 

and practice. Blum notes, “In my intent to pare down to 

only the essentials, I was able to critically examine the 

ways in which my own courses were structured in a way 

that worked against my pedagogical commitments 

towards culturally sustaining, humanizing, critical care” 

(pg. 8). 

Montoya explores alarming data about adolescent 

mental health which has only worsened during the 

pandemic. The article offers resources both at the state 

and national levels and reminds educators of the urgency 

of this topic.  Peterson’s article on accountability 

summarizes the values and actions that school and 

district leaders can take on this topic, but with an 

important call for change through developing a less 

individualized and siloed approach. As Peterson argues, 

“True and longstanding organizational accountability 

occurs when leading practice is embedded within the 

fabric of an organization and transcends any one 

individual” (pg. 14). 

The final article has a provocative topic that we hope 

readers will engage in this moment of reflection at the 

end of the year. Anarchy in the Classroom describes a 

way to humanize education and move away from 

authoritative classroom structures. Shilling and Faris 

present some historical insight and compelling strategies 

for developing non-hierarchical relationships in the 

classroom that will mirror democratic values and 

empower students in their learning. 

It has been our pleasure to collaborate in supporting the 

wonderful authors of Curriculum in Context during our 

tenure with the journal. We are humbled by the passion 

and commitment of educators at all levels in our state 

and look forward to serving along with you in the years 

to come. 

Dr. Jill Heiney-Smith is managing editor and 

the director of graduate teacher education 

at SPU. A former English teacher, Jill has 

worked in teacher education for eighteen 

years at both UW and SPU. Jill’s research 

focuses on preservice mentor teacher 

development and equitable curriculum and programming 

for teacher candidates. Jill finds serving on the WSASCD 

board an invaluable resource in staying current and 

connected to K-12 education. 

 

Emily Huff, M.A., is co-editor and a member 

of the School of Education faculty at Seattle 

Pacific University; she also works as the 

director of field placements at SPU.  Her 

teaching experience ranges from first grade through high 

school in Seattle and Tukwila, and she has supported 

teacher candidates at Vanderbilt University, University of 

Tennessee and SPU.   She also serves as the director of an 

educational non-profit advocating for children in India and 

Kenya.  
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Dr. Pete Renn is co-editor and an assistant 

dean and faculty member in the School of 

Education at Seattle Pacific University. An 

educator for 28 years, Pete's experience 

includes teaching at the middle school level and serving as 

a school principal. His research interests focus on the 

social foundations of education and the application of the 

principles of critical pedagogy in the classroom.  
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Message from the 
President 
By Marissa Rathbone 

 

“Probably the question I am asked more often than any 

other is: ‘Do you honestly believe there is hope for our 

world? For the future of our children and grandchildren?’ 

And I am able to answer truthfully, yes.” – Jane Goodall, 

The Book of Hope: A Survival Guide for Trying Times 

It seems like we could all use a survival guide for these 

trying times, right? I know I have struggled over the last 

few years to see my way through what sometimes feels 

like impossible obstacles. I also have heard from many 

educators, administrators, and school board members 

about significant struggles to respond to the varying 

needs of students, families, and community members 

while also trying to care for their own health and family’s 

needs. There are so many times we have taken two steps 

forward with enthusiasm and hope, to be asked to take a 

step or two back for safety or some other reason. It has 

been frustrating for all of us, and sometimes 

disheartening.  

Despite the truth in these difficulties, I believe there is 

hope for our future – especially if we work together, 

focus on small and meaningful actions, and look to 

others for inspiration. As we consider how to bolster our 

drive to persevere through these trying times, there are 

many masters of hope such as Brene’ Brown, the Dali 

Lama, and Jane Goodall who can guide us: 

• Brene’ Brown advises us that hope is a way of 

thinking, as opposed to an emotion.  

• The Dali Lama informs us that hope can be 

created but only when working together. 

• Jane Goodall points to hope as necessary for the 

survival of humanity.  

No doubt that when we can keep hope centered in our 

efforts, our work is easier to carry and allows us to better 

serve others. Public education is at the heart of our 

communities and where small actions between teachers 

and students, in the classroom or hallways, and among 

the adults in the building can make a lasting impact. A 

small action can inspire other small actions and that 

promotes hope and real change. 

In The Book of Hope, Jane Goodall also reminds us about 

the power of young people, in particular, to move us 

through difficulties through a lens of hope. In a recent 

global study conducted by Unicef, young people shared 

that they see “a world that is largely a better place for 

children than the one their parents grew up in – a safer 

and more abundant world that offers children better 

education, opportunities and hope for the future.” The 

results of the study offer that younger people are 

generally more positive and globally minded than their 

elders. Our own work in service to them, whether 

providing direct classroom instruction, leading strategic 

initiatives at the district level, adopting policies and/or 

materials to elevate the learning standards, or providing 

professional development as a supporting organization, 

can elevate the strengths of young people for a more 

hopeful future.  

“It is important to take action and realize that we can 

make a difference, and this will encourage others to take 

action, and then we realize we are not alone and our 

cumulative actions truly make an even greater difference. 

This is how we spread the light. And this, of course, 

makes us all ever more hopeful.” – Jane Goodall 

As one of your supporting organizations, WSASCD aims 

to build hope together with you through learning and 

teaching, continuous improvement, and growth. The 

work you do in your schools and communities for 

students and families does, in fact, spread a light. 

WSASCD will continue to shine a light for, with, and on 

you so that hope can grow as we work in service to 

young people across Washington. Look to us anytime you 

need a lift and some light. 
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Marissa Rathbone currently serves as 

the Director of Strategic Advocacy 

with the Washington State School 

Directors’ Association, providing 

support and service to the 1,477 

locally-elected school board members 

across the state. She has dedicated her life’s work to 

public education and health promotion as a teacher, 

community educator, and state leader through coalition-

building, policy advocacy, and organizational 

management. Marissa is most passionate about people, 

policy and practices that advance social justice, health, 

and educational equity. Marissa was born and raised in 

the Pacific Northwest and currently lives in Tacoma with 

her wife and four fur kids. 

 

When you purchase ASCD books, videos, courses, 

and other products you can also support WSASCD 

by entering promo code WAAFF.  The promo code 

WAAFF can also be applied to purchases for a new 

and renewed ASCD membership as well as when 

you register to ASCD conferences and professional 

learning events.  Each eligible purchase will be 

contributed to our affiliate.  Thank you in advance 

for your support!  Shop the ASCD store.  

  

 

Use Promo Code WAAFF when 
shopping the ASCD store! 
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Still Becoming: 

Reflections on Our 

Ongoing Pursuit 

Towards Humanizing 

Education 
By: Leah Marina Dale and Grace Inae 

Blum 

In June 2020, five months after our state 

confirmed the first COVID-19 case in 

the nation, I reached out to my 

professor to thank her for 

restructuring her course to reflect 

the new realities brought by the 

pandemic.  For teacher 

candidates nearing graduation, 

the arrival of COVID-19 brought 

loss of life, economic instability, 

and uncertainty in our degree 

completion.  Political unrest was a 

daily occurrence as citizens in cities 

near and far protested the racial 

violence that led to the murders of 

Breonna Taylor, Ahmaud Arbery, and George 

Floyd. The concurrence of these two world-altering 

events led to an unprecedented time of fear, grief, and 

collective trauma.  What began as an email expressing 

gratitude led to conversations about our institution’s 

failed response to the grave circumstances the pandemic 

and other sociopolitical events brought upon both its 

students and faculty.  

Discovering Duoethnography  
Soon after our initial email exchange, we began dialoguing 

with one another about our shared experiences that 

quarter. As our conversations deepened, we began to 

consider the ways our experiences might be a resource for 

others having experienced similar challenges. Thus, we 

began a more formal dialogue that took shape in the form 

of duoethnography (Sawyer & Norris, 2013). We came to 

duoethnography as a research methodology because it 

allowed us to interrogate our stories through dialogue 

centered in trust, openness to difference, and critical 

reflection (Norris & Sawyer, 2016). We interrogated our 

own experiences, using our personal narratives as our 

research site, juxtaposed to one another, to provide 

multiple understandings of our shared experiences (Norris 

& Sawyer, 2016). 

Theoretical Framework 
We were guided by three interrelated strands of asset-

based, theoretical frameworks: humanizing 

pedagogy (Bartolomé, 1994; Freire, 1970; 

Salazar, 2013), critically compassionate 

intellectualism (Camarotta & 

Romero, 2006), and culturally 

sustaining pedagogy (Paris & 

Alim, 2017). Humanizing 

pedagogy “values the students’ 

background knowledge, culture, 

and life experiences, and creates 

learning contexts where power is 

shared by students and teachers” 

(Bartolomé, 1994, p.190). We also 

drew upon Camarotta and 

Romero’s (2006) framework of 

critically compassionate intellectualism 

that centers authentic care (Valenzuela, 

1999) as a critical component to the experience of 

education of students from marginalized identities. Lastly, 

we drew upon culturally sustaining pedagogy (Paris & 

Alim, 2017) that “seeks to perpetuate and foster-to-

sustain linguistic, literate and cultural pluralism as part of 

schooling for positive transformation” (p.1). Taken 

together, we analyzed our experiences via dialogic 

introspection through this theoretical framework. 

Summary of Findings 
Leah: At a time when compassion and care was needed 

most, our institution instead responded with the 

“As the effects of the 

pandemic persisted, it 

became increasingly 

apparent how little care 

I experienced as an 

employee of my 

institution.” 
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expectation that my classmates and I perform at the same 

level of productivity that we did before COVID-19 

drastically changed our lives.  Despite the loss of friends 

and family, debilitating anxiety and depression, and 

economic instability leading to food insecurity, only Grace 

decided to center the health and humanity of her students 

through direct action. 

Although our teacher preparation program regularly 

promotes the use of culturally responsive teaching and 

culturally sustaining pedagogy within teacher candidates’ 

future classrooms, an opportunity to have this modeled 

by our professors in a powerful and personal way was 

ignored.  While our communities were surrounded by 

racially and politically motivated violence on a daily basis 

in response to protests of the murders of Breonna Taylor, 

Ahmaud Arbery, and George Floyd, only Grace made 

mention of these events. Teacher candidates within our 

cohort who have experienced racism, those that were 

actively protesting within our neighborhoods, and others 

that would have benefited from a critical examination of 

racism within the American education system should have 

been provided the time and space required to discuss 

these events and their impact. Instead, by ignoring a 

discussion of the sociopolitical events unfolding within our 

communities, the nation, and world-wide, our professors 

avoided acknowledging the systems of oppression that 

their own students experience. 

Grace: The circumstances surrounding the pandemic 

catalyzed me to take a long-overdue, critical analysis of my 

pedagogical practices- including course readings, content, 

policies, and practices. In my intent to pare down to only 

the essentials, I was able to critically examine the ways in 

which my own courses were structured in a way that 

worked against my pedagogical commitments towards 

culturally sustaining, humanizing, critical care. Centering 

my students’ humanity, I made several small changes to 

my courses during the spring. These included simple 

modifications such as no longer penalizing students for 

late work, adapting course texts to make them more 

accessible, and re-imagining both formative and 

summative assessments in my courses. 

As the effects of the pandemic persisted, it became 

increasingly apparent how little care I experienced as an 

employee of my institution. In similar ways that my own 

students had experienced a lack of institutional support 

and care from their faculty, I experienced a lack of critical 

care as well. Lastly, in terms of my own praxis in culturally 

sustaining pedagogies, I humbly acknowledged the ways 

in which my own tendencies to assimilate and 

accommodate led to silence and perceived indifference. 

My lack of explicitly speaking out and about injustices 

committed against minoritized communities was 

antithetical to my values of learning and living in culturally 

sustaining ways. 

Conclusion 
Recently, we met in person, having not seen each other 

since the spring of 2020. So much has changed since we 

last saw each other. Most notably, we are no longer at our 

previous institution: Leah having graduated, and Grace 

having taken a faculty position at another university. Yet, 

while we have experienced many changes in both our 

professional and personal lives, we remain grounded in 

the pedagogical commitments that we articulated in our 

original paper. We continue to share a commitment to 

engaging in humanizing practices, culturally sustaining 

pedagogies, and critically compassionate intellectualism 

in our respective classroom contexts. 

Our full paper can be found at: 

https://cie.asu.edu/ojs/index.php/cieatasu/article/view/

1992References  

References 
Blum, G. I., & Dale, L. (2021). Becoming humanizing 

educators during inhumane times: Valuing compassion 

and care above productivity and performance. Current 

Issues in Education, 22(3).  

 

Leah Marina Dale is currently pursuing 

a master’s degree in instructional 

design.  She recently graduated with a 

Bachelor of Arts degree in elementary 

education with a minor in TESL.  She 

has taught in primary and secondary 

public schools in the Czech Republic and Spain, as well as 

in American preschools.    
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Grace Inae Blum, PhD, is an associate 

professor of curriculum and 

instruction at Seattle Pacific 

University. Her work in teacher 

education is informed by her 

experiences as an elementary 

multilingual educator. Her research 

interests include teacher preparation for linguistically 

diverse contexts and the recruitment/retention of BIPOC 

educators.  

WHAT WE DO 
We believe in the power and joy of learning. At Gale, we connect educators and students to the curriculum-aligned digital 

content they need to become lifelong learners. Together, we can foster an environment where schools and students are 

encouraged to thrive, not just survive. Get started at gale.com/schools This new partnership allows WSASCD to support 

the 2022 Outstanding Young Educator Award (OYEA) with 1,000!  

SAVE THE DATE 
Are you attending AWSP/WASA’s 2022 Summer Conference in Spokane?  Please join us Monday, June 27 at 5:30 p.m. for 

a special WSASCD meet and greet!  Gale, our newest sponsor, is proud to host a happy hour for WSASCD members. Food, 

drink, and conversation are sure to be top-notch. We’re planning a location near the conference, but we need a tentative 

count to assist with planning.  Please respond online with a tentative RSVP by May 20, and we’ll be in touch later to 

finalize the details. Looking forward to connecting!   

Information on how your organization can serve as a WSASCD sponsor + partner can be found on the WSASCD website.  
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Adolescent Mental 

Health 
By: Steve Montoya 

In recent years, there has been increasing attention given 

in pediatric, educational, and public policy centers to the 

growing incidence of mental health problems amongst 

adolescents in the United States. Professionals in these 

and other related practice areas have been sounding the 

alarm about mental health and many agree that the 

problem has reached national crisis proportions. Of 

greater concern are the potential long-term 

implications for this younger population 

due to the likelihood that impacts may 

persist beyond adolescence into 

adulthood. The following 

information is intended to inform 

parents, guardians and 

caregivers about the current 

facts, potential implications, and 

suggested support for 

adolescents who are 

experiencing a mental health 

crisis. This is not intended to be an 

exhaustive study, and any questions 

about the information provided here 

or suggested treatment should be 

referred to appropriate medical and mental 

health professionals. 

Mental Health Disorders Defined 
To understand this crisis, it is helpful to know what is 

meant by “mental health disorder.” As of 2021, the DSM-

5, published by the American Psychiatric Association, 

includes close to 200 conditions that qualify as “mental or 

behavior disorders” (Regier, Kuhl, and Kupfer, 2013, pp. 

92-98). Some of the most relevant conditions for parents 

to be aware of are as follows (unless otherwise stated: 

Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, 2013): 

• Anxiety: Exhibiting fears and worries of a greater 

number or frequency than typical for similar aged 

persons, which fears, and worries interfere with 

school, home, or previously enjoyed activities. 

• Depression: Increased or persistent feelings of 

sadness and hopelessness, resulting in general or 

pronounced decreased interest in things that 

used to be enjoyed. 

• Major Depression: Significant and pervasive 

feelings of sadness that are associated with 

suicidal thoughts and impair a young person’s 

ability to concentrate or engage in normal 

activities. (Mental Health America, 2021a). 

• Internet Gaming Disorder: Compulsive 

preoccupation with online games or media, 

often to the exclusion of other needs and 

interests. 

• Non-suicidal Self-Injury: 

Engaging in self-harm without 

intention of suicide. 

Regarding Internet Gaming 

Disorder and Non-suicidal Self-

Injury, these are additional 

conditions that have been 

identified as particularly 

impactful to children and 

adolescents, and therefore 

warranting more scientific research 

for possible inclusion as formal 

disorders. These conditions are currently 

being examined as possibly resulting from 

social stressors present in adolescents’ environments. 

Statistics 
Public agency studies have identified an alarming trend in 

the incidence of these and other mental disorders: 

“Recent increases in 

mental health disorders 

amongst teens is believed 

to be a direct result of 

youth experiences 

resulting from the COVID-

19 pandemic.” 
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Percentages shown are of total U.S. and WA State 

populations, respectively. (Mental Health America, 

2021b) 

Symptoms 
Symptoms of mental disorders in teens are myriad and 

are well-documented in a variety of sources. The most 

common include: 

• Loss of interest in activities or relationships that 

used to be enjoyable 

• Fatigue and loss of energy 

• Having a hard time concentrating 

• Unexplained aches and pains, headaches, and 

stomach problems 

• Insomnia or excessive sleeping 

• Low self-esteem and feelings of worthlessness 

• Sense of despair, sadness, and hopelessness 

• Recurring thoughts of suicide or death 

• Significant weight loss or gain 

• Using alcohol or drugs to self-medicate their 

feelings. 

COVID-19 Impacts 
Recent increases in mental health disorders amongst 

teens is believed to be a direct result of youth 

experiences resulting from the COVID-19 pandemic. 

Many of these indicators share striking similarities with 

those that are commonly associated with persons who 

are experiencing Post-Traumatic Syndrome Disorder 

(PTSD) resulting from past trauma, including large scale 

disasters and incidence of localized or regional violence, 

including high-profile events such as mass shootings and 

the 9/11 attacks (Schaffer, Power, Fisk and Trolian, 2021, 

pp. 1246–1265). Teens who were quarantined or isolated 

due to disease outbreaks were found to be more likely to 

develop an adjustment disorder, acute stress disorder or 

PTSD, and are more likely to repeat a grade, drop out of 

school, have lower GPA, or be suspended or expelled 

from school (Schaffer et al, 2021, pp. 1246–1265). 

Implications 

Self-Destructive Behaviors 
Teens who experience one or more mental health 

disorders are at increased risk of engaging in disruptive 

and/or self-destructive behaviors, including but not 

limited to eating disorders (e.g., Anorexia and Bulimia), 

self-harm, suicide (currently the second leading cause of 

death amongst adolescents) and Substance Abuse 

Disorders (Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, 

2020). In a recent public study in Washington State, 

teens experiencing mental health crisis reported the 

following behaviors: 

(Washington State Department of Health, 2021) 

Long-Term Effects 
Teen mental health disorders can negatively impact 

students’ ability to learn and lead to further physical and 

mental health complications that may linger into 

adulthood. The long-term effects of untreated teenage 

depression include (unless otherwise stated: Bohman, 

Jonsson, Päären, Knorring, Olsson, and Knorring, 2010, 

pp. 21-29): 

• Academic problems and failure 

• Alcoholism and substance abuse 

• Difficulties with relationships 

• Involvement in legal system  

• Low self-esteem 

• Self-harming behaviors, including suicide  

• Social Isolation  

11.93%

15.08%

12.54%

18.22%

0.00% 10.00% 20.00%

PRE-COVID (2018)

CURRENTLY EXPERIENCING 
ON-GOING MAJOR 

DEPRESSION AND/OR …

Incidence of Adolescent
Mental Health Disorder

WA State

National
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• A three-fold increase in adult depression 

(Johnson, Dupuis, Piche, Clayborne, and Colman, 

2018, pp. 700–716). 

Support & Care 

Self- and Family-Care 
Teens are remarkably resilient and with the proper 

support can return to healthy, happy lives. Some 

successful approaches include the following and, unless 

otherwise stated here specifically, are discussed in more 

detail in a wide variety of sources: 

• Maintaining a healthy diet (Centers for Disease 

Control and Prevention, 2013; Jacka et al, 2017). 

• Exercise: Research suggests that 12% of 

depression cases could be prevented completely 

with as little as 30 minutes of exercise three 

times per week (Babyak, Blumenthal, Herman, 

Khatri, Doraiswamy, Moore, Edward Craighead,  

Baldewicz, and Ranga Krishnan, 2000, pp. 633–

638; Bergin, Amaladoss, and Amaladoss, 2020) 

• Getting the recommended amount of sleep each 

night (Centers for Disease Control and 

Prevention, 2013) 

• Open and supportive communication with 

parents and caregivers 

• Consulting a pediatrician or mental health 

professional trained in adolescent mental 

health. 

Mental Health Support Resources 
The following is offered as a partial list of agencies and 

organizations at the national, state, and local Puget 

Sound level who provide specific or general mental 

health support services. This is by no means intended to 

serve as a complete list but should provide readers with 

a starting point should they wish to seek assistance. 

National Alliance on Mental Illness (NAMI) Helpline: 

Provides information, resource referrals and support to 

people living with a mental health condition, their family 

members, and caregivers. Call 800-950-6264 or visit 

www.nami.org/help or send an email to info@nami.org. 

Washington 211: Provides information on Washington’s 

mental health resources and other types of assistance. 

Call 2-1-1 or visit www.win211.org for more information. 

Washington Counselors of Color Directory: Provides 

counseling from providers who understand the specific 

needs of people of color and various cultures. Visit 

www.multiculturalcounselors.org  

Washington’s Mental Health Referral Service for 

Children and Teens: Connects teens & their families with 

mental health providers in their community. Call 833-

303-5437 or visit 

www.seattlechildrens.org/clinics/washington-mental-

health-referral-service  

Emergency Resources 
Call 911 for immediate help with a life-threatening 

emergency. 

National Suicide Prevention Lifeline: call 1-800-273-8255 

for immediate help with a mental health crisis or 

thoughts of suicide. 

Local Mental Health Resources 

• King County: 1-866-427-4747 

• Pierce County: 1-800-576-7764 

• Snohomish County: 1-800-584-3578 

Additional Resources 
Teenlink: A free helpline for teens and those who care 

for them. Call 1-866-833-6546, chat, or text. Visit 

www.teenlink.org  for more information, tips, and local 

resources. 

Substance Abuse and Mental Health Services 

Administration (SAMSA): Provides information, resource 

referrals and support to people living with a substance 

abuse disorder, their family members, and caregivers. 

Call SAMHSA’s National Helpline 800-662-4357 or visit 

www.samhsa.gov/find-help/national-helpline. 

Washington Recovery Help Line: Provides information 

and support to WA State residents living with a 

substance abuse disorder, their family members, and 

caregivers. Call 1-866-789-1511 or visit 

www.warecoveryhelpline.org. 
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Instructional 

Accountability for Student 

Learning: Embedding 

Leading Practices 

By Tavis M. Peterson 

 

Accountability is Necessary, Positive, and 
Measurable 
The shared and critical objective amongst 

all educational stakeholders involved 

with a student’s learning is to move 

learning forward at all times.  

Educators within an organization 

must work in partnership to meet 

this objective.  Teachers and 

instructors have necessary and 

specific functions that must be 

performed.  Administrators must 

provide support and clear 

expectations for these necessary 

functions to be successfully 

performed.  Each function must be 

centered on the question, “Are students 

learning what we are teaching?”  The 

presence of accountability in regard to each 

essential function is paramount if an educational setting is 

going to thrive.    

Accountability can elicit concern for some people as they 

have come to see it as a “line in the sand” instead of its 

genuine purpose.  Accountability, generally defined as an 

obligation or willingness to accept responsibility or to 

account for one’s actions (Meriam-Webster, 2022), is 

dependent upon transparency, promotes focus, open 

communication, partnership, appropriate assessment, 

and guidance for future work.  The nature of 

accountability is not a unitary concept, but more so, a 

multi-faceted concept as outlined by Lerner and Tetlock 

(1999) when they presented four “sub-manipulations” of 

accountability that include evaluation (our work will be 

assessed by others), identifiability (our work will be 

attributed to us personally), the mere presence of another 

(others will observe our work), and reason-giving (we will 

be expected to explain our actions).  School leaders and 

staff members will benefit from a shared definition of 

accountability so that they can collaboratively create an 

action plan that genuinely facilitates each facet of 

accountability within their school or district.  

Understanding that accountability is a multi-faceted 

concept will allow staff members to operationalize the 

concept and attach specific behaviors to each of the facets 

of accountability.   

Accountability promotes organizational 

success as it clearly highlights objectives 

and processes while allowing an 

organization to accurately assess 

exactly where it stands in relation 

to its purpose.  Administrators 

and staff members who see 

accountability practices as a way 

to deselect or label staff would 

benefit from reframing their 

thinking; shifting to a more 

constructive understanding of 

how organizations can best utilize 

measures for accountability.  All too 

often, organizational accountability 

becomes dependent upon the current 

administrators’ expectations.  True and 

longstanding organizational accountability occurs when 

leading practice is embedded within the fabric of an 

organization and transcends any one individual.  

As stated above, accountability is absolutely dependent 

upon transparent practices.  Transparency is critical and 

can be developed through intentional, concrete, and 

clearly communicated action steps.  Organizational 

actions must be aligned with the needs of the learners, an 

organization’s mission, incorporate leading practices, and 

fit the needs within the respective system (which should 

be collaboratively identified by stakeholders).  Developing 

“…accountability can 

also be seen as a 

measurable outcome 

with an implementation 

of specific, purposeful, 

and tangible action 

steps.” 
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accountability is often thought of as a process, but 

accountability can also be seen as a measurable outcome 

with an implementation of specific, purposeful, and 

tangible action steps. 

Below, you will discover a series of essential educational 

functions, actions, and behaviors that must be present to 

foster organizational accountability and each section will 

be followed with actionable questions.  The associated 

questions following each of the functions are facilitators 

of accountability and by genuinely answering the 

questions, educators can assess their current levels of 

accountability and begin strategizing a process to enhance 

organizational accountability. 

Creating Systems that Foster 
Instructional Accountability 
1) Established Learning Targets- All stakeholders 

involved with a student’s education should have a 

shared understanding of essential learning standards 

that serve as a foundation for instruction.  These 

essential learning standards are often outlined by a 

state level educational organization and then put 

into practice by local districts.  Districts also need to 

utilize pacing or curriculum guides to provide a clear 

progression of the essential learning standards 

during a given school year.  These learning standards 

should be developed by proficient practitioners and 

shared with parents and students throughout the 

learning process.  Building administrators and 

grade/department level teams must have regular 

conversations about the learning standards to 

promote transparency and calibration.  

Accountability is facilitated when all stakeholders 

understand what essential learning standards must 

be taught, when they will be taught, and how they 

will be assessed. 

Facilitation Questions: 

• Where do we find our essential standards? 

• What are our essential standards? 

• What systems and artifacts can you create to 

ensure essential learning standards are 

equitably taught in your school and/or 

district? 

2) Lesson Planning- Once essential learning standards 

are identified, curriculum is determined, and pacing 

guides are developed, the lesson planning process 

becomes the next important step.  Lesson plans are 

essential as a teacher map for instruction, an artifact 

documenting their work, and a reflective tool to 

assess their own instructional performance.  

Administrators and teachers must work together in 

establishing leading practices that guide lesson 

planning.  Lesson plans should be discussed and 

shared in team level meetings and at staff meetings.  

Open communication about lesson plans promotes 

transparency and calibration.  Lesson plans should 

be rich in content and include agreed upon 

foundational components.  

Facilitation Questions: 

• What collaborative process can be 

implemented to promote rich and effective 

lesson planning? 

• What systems can be developed in your 

organization to facilitate the sharing of lesson 

plans? 

• In regard to leading practices, who needs to 

see and review lesson plans? 

3) Instruction- Educational organizations will benefit 

from promoting a common instructional framework, 

which once established, should act as a springboard 

for all instructional work.  Ask yourself, “Should all 

teachers in a school be able to articulate the 

components of strong instruction?”  “Are we seeing 

those components in lesson plans and daily 

practice?”  “Does your staff have a calibrated 

understanding of what effective instruction entails?”  

If your staff members took a survey, would results 

show a common understanding of the instructional 

work in which the school has been engaged?  

Instruction is both simple as it relates to structure 

and complicated as it translates to student learning.  

However, educators can best serve student needs by 

ensuring their instruction includes highly effective 
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strategies that have empirical support.  Keller (2019) 

states, “live with purpose, live with priority, live with 

productivity”, which is a great guide for delivering 

intentional instruction. 

Facilitation Questions: 

• What instructional strategies need to be 

present in each lesson? 

• How can you ensure all teachers understand 

and use essential instructional strategies? 

• What instructional strategies do you expect to 

see in lesson plans? 

• What follow up procedures will be 

implemented to ensure essential instructional 

strategies are applied consistently and 

effectively? 

4) Student Engagement- Engagement begins with being 

present.  As simple as it may sound, schools must 

have clear procedures for taking student attendance.  

Another measure of student engagement is level of 

participation.  In this regard, participation would 

include levels of communication, work completion, 

levels of accuracy within the work that has been 

completed, and if the student turns the work in on 

time.  Communication may take place during 

instruction or in-between instructional sessions.  

Work completion is a straight-forward metric that 

must be accompanied by actual submission of the 

work.  Lastly, a measure of participation is the 

accuracy of the work that the student has completed 

and submitted. 

Facilitation Questions: 

• How will your school take attendance? 

• How will students return their work to 

teachers? 

• How will teachers assess the accuracy of 

student work? 

• What systems can be developed to help 

students become organized and responsible?  

(the answer to this question should go deeper 

than just developing a list of expectations) 

• What is the expected timeline for students to 

return work, including late work? 

5) Feedback to Students (how is feedback provided and 

documented)- The importance of feedback to 

students cannot be overstated.  In an educational 

setting, teachers must provide clear and timely 

feedback to students, establish systems for students 

to accurately assess themselves, and the students 

must react appropriately to the feedback (e.g. 

correct mistakes, solidify accurate understanding, 

and extend their thinking upon accurate responses).  

An effective feedback process will not happen 

consistently unless specific and concrete procedures 

are developed. 

Facilitation Questions: 

• How will students be given feedback on their 

assignments? 

• How can feedback be given in a constructive 

manner? (e.g. expected turnaround time for 

feedback, supportive, non-judgmental, etc.) 

• How are students coached in regard to 

developing a process for craving feedback, 

accepting feedback, and implementing 

necessary changes? 

• How do teachers know that students 

understood feedback offered to them and 

appropriately acted upon the feedback? 

6) Communication- Transparent and ongoing 

communication between stakeholders is a 

paramount component of accountability.  

Communication can be seen as the fuel for highly 

accountable systems as it supports the intended 

functioning of systems to effectively work.  

Communication must be clear, yet respectful.  All 

parties in any communication must have a common 

understanding of the topic in order to be 

productively engaged.  Participants must develop 

the ability to produce and receive communication 

that will move the work forward.  It is better to over-
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communicate than have a lapse in communication.  

In a healthy partnership, people willingly share 

information and lose any “chip on their shoulder” 

about having to report to someone.  Time with an 

entire staff or large subgroup of your staff is valuable 

and should be maximized.  Building leaders and staff 

members should have a common understanding of 

appropriate topics, professional discourse, and 

methods for decision-making or working toward 

shared understanding.     

Facilitation Questions: 

• What systems will you develop in your schools 

to foster transparent communication? 

• What systems will you develop in your schools 

to foster consistent communication? 

• How will you develop the abilities of your staff 

and students to engage in genuine, tactful, 

and helpful communication? 

• How can you demonstrate and promote to 

your stakeholders that transparent 

communication is both healthy and safe? 

• What structure(s) is clearly identified for large 

group meetings in your building or district? 

• How is transparent dialogue promoted, 

apparent, and honored in your setting? 

• How would you want your staff members to 

respond if they were asked about transparent 

communication during large group meetings? 

• What groups (e.g. individuals, small groups, 

and large groups) exist in your schools or 

system that you will need to identify for the 

purpose of creating a clear communication 

matrix?  An example of a communication 

matrix is provided below.  This example could 

support joint lesson planning as each teacher 

has a clearly defined product that will be 

shared at an upcoming PLC. 

 

 

 

7) Professional Learning Communities (PLC)- PLC time is 

extremely valuable for a team that honors the 

insights and the experiences of its members.  The 

process for work during a PLC meeting should have 

structure, which includes identified products and 

outcomes desired from each meeting so that the PLC 

can assess progress.  PLCs must have a shared 

objective.  Each PLC typically develops its own 

personality, so procedures should be developed to 

ensure that each unique PLC does meet the common 

objectives for PLCs throughout a building or district.  

Dufour, Eaker, and Dufour (2005) posit that “In a 

PLC, that unifying principle asserts that we have not 

fulfilled our fundamental purpose until all students 

have learned at high levels.”   

Facilitation Questions: 

• What product is called for at the end of each 

PLC meeting? 

• How can the necessary common components 

of a PLC best be determined and agreed upon 

within a building? 

• What systems can be implemented to best 

ensure the expected calibration amongst and 

throughout PLCs is constant? 

• How can creativity be fostered in PLCs? 

8) Create Safety within a Highly Accountable System- If 

we want high levels of accountability in our systems, 

•Teacher B•Teacher C

•Teacher A•Teacher D

Assessment Instructional
Strategies

Lesson
Structrue

Materials
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our people must feel safe and supported.  

Accountability should be seen as a positive construct 

that highlights levels of performance in an effort to 

continuously improve.  Huang (2018) states that 

“accountability can only exist when there are high 

levels of trust and partnership amongst all team 

members.”  Furthermore, Lencioni (2002) identifies 

“absence of trust” as the foundational component 

for dysfunctional teams. 

Facilitation Questions: 

• Do staff members genuinely trust each other? 

• Do staff members genuinely trust their 

supervisors? 

• Do you genuinely trust your staff members? 

• Is there a common understanding and 

tangible evidence of “partnership” amongst 

your staff? 

• How can you strengthen the level of trust in 

your school or system? 

Once you have identified the questions to be asked in 

regard to strengthening accountability within your 

setting, you can begin to action plan a process for 

continuing or implementing the desired procedures.  No 

matter where your department, building, or district 

currently lives on the accountability continuum, there 

will be room for growth.  In “The Power of Positive 

Deviance” (2010), authors Pascale, Sternin, and Sternin, 

explain that there are high leverage changes lurking for 

any desired outcome.  In many cases, the necessary 

changes are mechanically simple and in other cases, the 

work will be much more detailed.  You must have an 

accurate assessment of your current level of 

accountability to implement the best next step. 

The work to enhance accountability within an 

organization must be collaborative and repetitive.  

Crenshaw (2020) reminds us that, “Aristotle wrote that 

habit defines us.  Before we pursue higher purpose, 

before we have quality of character, we have habit.”  All 

stakeholders should have an accurate and common 

definition of accountability.  Stakeholders should also be 

helped to understand why organizational accountability 

is important and the benefits they will experience.  These 

conversations must be intentionally crafted as we often 

hear that we should hold everyone accountable until an 

individual begins to understand that accountability 

applies to them as well.  This is where the skillful 

administrator must explain that accountability is 

intended to be constructive and not a “watchdog” 

looking to deselect or spotlight staff members.  You must 

have ubiquitous trust and healthy relationships 

throughout your school or district to move accountability 

and learning forward.  

Leaders and staff members should recognize that 

organizational accountability is an ongoing pursuit and 

that the system of accountability within a school or 

district will continue to evolve as demanded by the 

constantly emerging and ever-changing needs.  There is 

no “arrival date” in terms of accountability.  The 

construct should be viewed through the lens of a 

continuum that always allows for growth. 

Accountability is a positive and measurable construct 

that can only be achieved through a series of transparent 

and collaboratively developed actions performed by a 

genuinely engaged group of people who share a desired 

objective.  When accountability is present at high levels 

within a school or school system, staff benefit from 

increased performance levels and student learning 

flourishes. 
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Anarchy in the 

Classroom 
By: Adam Shilling and Esther Faris  

 

Introduction to Radical Democracy in the 
Classroom 
If the American public school system is built on the 

foundation that students should do what they are told, 

when do they experience democracy? Educators 

who are looking to teach democratic 

sensibilities can consider anarchy when 

seeking to implement a more direct 

democracy within the classroom. 

Teachers can create a space for 

learning to challenge unjust 

authority and prepare students 

to reflexively act against 

inequality. A classroom 

dedicated to non-hierarchical 

structures and one that honors 

diversity would celebrate 

individual strengths and arm 

future citizens with the tools 

necessary to affect positive change 

within society. A teacher can be 

instrumental in developing strong, proactive, 

democratic citizens by implementing anarchist 

processes within the classroom.  

Many teachers and districts in the U.S. already desire an 

increase of authentic democratic participation within the 

classroom. Teachers in Washington Social Studies 

classrooms are instructed by the Office of Superintendent 

of Public Instruction (OSPI) to ensure that their curriculum 

“equips students to understand their own power and their 

own responsibility as citizens of the world’s most powerful 

democracy.” (OSPI, 2022) Teachers must work to instill, 

“respect for the values of a diverse and democratic society 

[which] motivates students to safeguard their own rights 

and the rights of others, and to fulfill their responsibilities 

as citizens in a democracy.” (ibid.) Within this framework, 

the decision of how to best perform this duty is left to the 

teachers and school districts. For this reason, Social 

Studies classrooms in American public schools have 

served as both a lightning rod for controversy as well as a 

bulwark for nationalist myth-making projects. Adopting an 

alternative model of analysis and pedagogy into a subject 

which many citizens see as responsible for teaching 

traditional narratives about the U.S. can be very difficult.  

Following the 2001 World Trade Center attack, Joel 

Westheimer noted that many states were pushing for 

more patriotic education in school, especially Social 

Studies classes. In his 2009 article “Should Social Studies 

Be Patriotic?” Westheimer compares democratic 

patriotism against a more jingoistic 

patriotism practiced in totalitarian 

states such as North Korea. He argues 

that, “democratic patriotism entails 

commitment not necessarily to 

government institutions, but 

rather to the people, principles, 

and values that underlie 

democracy- such as political 

participation, free speech, civil 

liberties, and political equality.” 

(Westheimer, 2009) These 

underlying principles of democracy 

are recognized by the various schools 

of anarchist pedagogy as essential 

components which must take primacy in 

the classroom and not just within the 

rhetorical framework of the school’s mission statement. 

In order to produce radically democratic citizens, we must 

first help make democratic students which demands that 

we teach these methods through experimentation and 

the participation of every class member. To this end, 

anarchist schools were founded in the first half of the 

twentieth century which attempted to make space for 

these necessary experiments. 

“Questioning the hierarchy 

of the classroom by sharing 

authority serves as a lived 

experience for students 

and teachers to draw upon 

in future efforts towards 

similar ends in new 

situations.” 
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Historical Foundation of Anarchist 
Schooling 
The first recognized school that based itself on a fully-

articulated anarchist pedagogy was the Escuela Moderna 

which opened in 1904 in Barcelona. The founder, 

Francisco Ferrer, sought to resist dogmatic, Catholic state 

education by teaching students “not what to think but 

how to think.” (Suissa, 2006) At this time Spanish students 

were being taught a religiously justified curriculum with 

the intention of creating nationalist citizens willing to 

uncritically obey the state. Ferrer's desire to resist this 

curriculum was inspired in part by the 18th century 

philosopher and anarchist theorist William Godwin who 

stated that, “a national education has the most direct 

tendency to perpetuate [important] errors, and to form all 

minds upon one model.” (Godwin, 2000) In his efforts to 

educate students in opposition to the dogma of the state 

and church in early 20th century Spain, Ferrer found 

himself caught up in political violence and hysteria 

erupting in the country at that time. He was executed by 

the Spanish state in 1909 but his efforts had made an 

impression internationally and a school calling itself the 

Ferrer School was founded in New York in 1911. In an 

article in Modern School, a journal published by the Ferrer 

School, the authors expressed the core difference 

between the radical goals of anarchist pedagogy in 

opposition to the liberal belief in gradual reform. They 

note that, "Ferrer, a freethinker and social revolutionist, 

treats the school as an essential factor in the struggle for 

a new society; Montessori, a Roman Catholic and social 

reformer, regards the school as a means to prepare the 

child for the present society – admittedly an imperfect 

society, but one gradually improving… Montessori… 

writes of the yoke of slavery growing easier from century 

to century…Not so Ferrer. It is not enough for him to 

lighten the yoke from century to century. He demands its 

utter removal.” (Suissa, 2006) Ferrer didn’t teach about an 

ideal future society but helped students to see what 

obstacles and yokes must be removed today in order to 

allow people to become ever more actualized in their 

humanity. The classroom is the ideal space in our current 

moment to perform this same critical process. It requires 

the teacher to be willing to participate as a member of the 

classroom and not as its primary authority. Students bring 

funds of knowledge regarding their local communities into 

the classroom which can be collectively questioned to 

produce a curriculum that uniquely reflects the 

participants engaged in this larger work of societal 

critique. Through dialogue and deliberation, the teacher 

and students integrate this unique collective perspective 

into the existing curriculum in a way that promotes 

genuine reflection for future action. In this way, teachers 

act as collaborators in breaking new grounds as opposed 

to bankers who hold the keys to a vault of pure knowledge 

akin to gold. 

Paulo Freire, a Brazilian educator and leading proponent 

of critical pedagogy, used this concept of bankers and gold 

to demonstrate the difference between education which 

intends to impose its knowledge on students in opposition 

to a problem-posing method that invites students to 

collaborate in their own education. An educator following 

the banking model would present a single method to 

achieve a goal and then compare all student products 

against this standard. This method of teaching to 

standards or “teaching to the test” means that student 

input is not required or desirable since it would only 

deviate from the correctness of the initial instruction. 

Alternatively, problem-posing pedagogy asks students, 

authentically, to face a problem within society using the 

tools acquired in school. The teacher will not know the 

outcome of this process in advance because student 

perspective and individual knowledge will create unique 

outcomes in each class. As Freire notes, “Whereas banking 

education anesthetizes and inhibits creative power, 

problem-posing education involves a constant unveiling of 

reality. The former attempts to maintain the submersion 

of consciousness; the latter strives for the emergence of 

consciousness and critical intervention in reality.” (Freire, 

2000) A student who achieves highly in the banking model 

has not been asked to critically consider what they are 

learning and has not been given tools to use these same 

skills in other life situations. Alternatively, a student who 

has learned through the problem-posing model has 

already been asked to consider how this new knowledge 

affects them and their world. They have been primed to 

carry this new consciousness forward with them as they 

interact with new problems and knowledge, providing a 

growing synthesis of concepts that help the student 
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navigate the world in an authentic, empowered manner. 

Freire recognized that this empowering dynamic required 

the teacher to consciously share authority with their 

students so that unjust and unequal power relations did 

not stifle the emerging shared consciousness within the 

classroom. Questioning the hierarchy of the classroom by 

sharing authority serves as a lived experience for students 

and teachers to draw upon in future efforts towards 

similar ends in new situations. 

Applying Social Anarchist Values in the 
Classroom 
The shift away from an authoritarian structure within the 

classroom begins with the rejection of the foundation that 

teachers have complete authority in their classrooms and 

over students. A classroom that wishes to develop non-

hierarchical relationships through deliberation between 

students and teachers must work to construct a mode of 

self-governance which is in line with the guiding values of 

solidarity, social equality, and fraternity. In “Anarchism, 

Authority, and Education,” Nathan Fretwell explains that 

“anarchist education is about eradicating coercive 

authority to allow people to develop freely according to 

their own interests and inclinations, whilst practicing self-

government and mutuality.” (Fretwell, 2019) In order to 

reject aspects of the current education system without 

creating a state of chaos and, in the process, doing more 

harm than good, educators should adhere to values that 

are necessary for creating true individual freedom in 

tandem with the expectations put on them by their school 

and society. This begins with fully participatory democracy 

which involves students in their local communities, 

curriculum design, class norms, and their relationships to 

others in the school. Educators can rebuild the 

foundations of the classrooms as “...social anarchists, 

[wherein] fraternity and the connected notions of mutual 

aid, benevolence and solidarity [are] not only argued to be 

real and salient features of human life in society but [are] 

assigned normative status as the basis for the ideal, 

stateless society.” (Suissa, 2006) When these values guide 

deliberation on the mutually-decided norms and 

processes of the classroom then, in theory, everyone gets 

what they need. In practice, this demands an ongoing 

effort to hone and refocus the collective efforts of the 

classroom by constantly revisiting these core values. This 

living, active democracy requires that all people within the 

classroom have an equal voice and therefore demands 

methods of deliberation which transcend current 

structures employed in most classrooms. 

Many progressive classrooms already involve their 

students in the process of norm creation at the beginning 

of the year using discussion, revision, deliberation, and 

finalization through voting. Anarchist pedagogy requires 

this process with the addition of the deliberation and 

voting methods decided upon by the group. As David 

Kennedy notes in Anarchism, Schooling, and Democratic 

Sensibility, a non-coercive classroom must be founded “on 

principles of dialogue and spontaneous social 

reconstruction as opposed to monologue and 

reproduction.” (Kennedy, 2016) Some situations might 

call for a unanimous vote by the whole class, others could 

involve groups of elected members making decisions to be 

reviewed by the classroom later, or individual reflection 

through journal entries which become the basis for future 

proposals and amendments. Methods for consensus may 

change to fit situations which arise and these moments of 

norm reconstruction provide a space for realigning the 

classroom community to the values which guide them. 

Freire deemed this method of reflection paired to 

immediate action to be the basis of the praxis of a radical 

democracy which adapts to meet evolving needs of the 

members of the group. (Freire, 2000) Because of the ever-

changing material circumstances faced by a class this 

praxis cannot be codified as it will need to continue 

developing in order to provide for the prosperity of the 

group; however, like any educational framework, 

consistency can be provided by staying true to values and 

the norms set by each individual class. Positive social 

values like benevolence and mutual solidarity act as the 

guiding principles for anarchist pedagogy because they 

assist in human actualization regardless of the particular 

goals. Purely hierarchical relationships are unnecessary 

when members of the classroom, including the teacher, 

act and reflect on their goals within the framework of 

these pro-social values.  
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Values in Action 
Progressive classroom structures have been attained by 

modern educators who use problem-posing education in 

conjunction with a democratic approach. Brian Schultz is 

an educator who embraces radical democratic pedagogy 

and has helped pioneer a community-based project 

known as the Social Action Curriculum Project (SACP). This 

project has proven to generate real-world change while 

also preparing students to be active democratic 

advocates. Schultz’s book Spectacular Things Happen 

Along The Way: Lessons From An Urban Classroom tells 

the story of a fifth grade class and the SACP they 

developed. Working with the community-based 

organization, Project Citizen, students looked with a 

critical eye at the needs of their school as a reflection of 

their communities' needs in general. They mapped out 

their needs, the apparent causes, and their plans for 

action including deciding how they would approach the 

community with their campaign. While still acting in the 

educator role appointed to them by the school, the 

teacher became an ally and a fellow participant while 

“students’ own problem-posing initiates a curriculum of 

consciousness where classroom participants become 

readers of their world, working to make their immediate 

environment a better place.” (Schultz et al., 2018) 

 Engaging in large projects like an SACP can provide some 

groups with an experience of democracy in a classroom 

structure while others may apply values of solidarity and 

social justice in the daily curriculum. Jonathan Osler 

developed a movement called Radical Math which 

challenges educators to use problem-posing curriculum, 

applying numbers and math concepts to questions of 

social justice. Students use their math skills to explore 

topics they care about such as the criminalization of 

people of color, housing discrimination, economic 

exploitation, and community health. In applying math to 

their firsthand experience of the world, the students 

become informed citizens who are able to explain 

themselves more clearly in future deliberations on these 

same issues. (RadicalMath.org, 2021) Both Schultz and 

Osler began their transformative pedagogical processes 

by engaging students in issues that affect their 

communities and moved to provide the students, 

themselves, with the tools to bring forth change within 

democratic institutions. Provided with tools and 

motivation, students can lead us to new methods and 

perspectives that will strengthen our collective efforts 

towards a more equitable future. 

Real Change Happens One Classroom at 
a Time 
We can choose to make our classrooms into brave spaces 

where the raw ideals of authentic democracy can be 

experimented with to discover new forms of community 

and change within our schools. In combining the 

classroom member’s lived experiences with analysis of 

current material realities, a process can emerge which 

accounts for new information while bringing forth 

valuable knowledge from previous iterations. Our efforts 

as educators towards systemic change need not be 

brought forth in a sweeping revolution, knocking previous 

frameworks from our current education system in one 

strike. In fact, the possibility of a sweeping revolution 

being successful in this way is quite slim. However, if we, 

the educators, view each of our classes as new 

opportunities to plant seeds of change within each 

individual student’s mind and shift each young person’s 

experience of “school” to include room for their own 

voice, we may have a chance of making a difference in our 

current antiquated approach to education and pedagogy. 

In doing so we can examine our own unjust authority as 

educators and become capable of being transformed by 

authentic relationships shared between us and the fellow 

humans who occupy our classrooms. 
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THANK YOU to SHAPE 

Washington, for their 

continued support of 

Washington State 

ASCD’s Whole Child 

School Award.  The 

Whole Child School 

Award seeks to identify 

a Washington State School that has created a school 

culture with programs that exemplify two or more of the 

5 tenets of the Whole Child. The 2022 recipient of the 

Whole Child Award will receive $500 sponsored by 

SHAPE Washington. 

About SHAPE Washington 
Mission SHAPE Washington supports coordinated efforts 

to foster healthy, active, educated, youth in Washington 

State through professional development, advocacy, 

community outreach, and partnerships.  

The Society of Health and Physical Educators - 

Washington (SHAPE Washington), formerly known as the 

Washington Alliance for Health, Physical Education, 

Recreation and Dance (WAHPERD).  

SHAPE Washington is one of the oldest professional 

associations in Washington which is dedicated to the 

advancement and promotion of its allied fields of Health, 

Physical Education, Recreation, Dance, and Adapted 

Physical Education. https://www.shapewa.org/  
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Executive Directions 
By Claire Asander Carter  

 

As I pen these thoughts, my mind is distracted by local, 

national, and global events that have yet again turned 

things topsy-turvy, and I am reminded just how 

tumultuous and fragile the world is. The events that are 

woven through my social media threads, blare through 

the radio, and blaze across the television screen interrupt 

my thoughts and weigh heavily on me. As if enduring the 

pandemic was not enough, in the last year we have also 

experienced one of history’s most contentious elections, 

acts of racial crime, war, mass shootings, the upheaval of 

long held precedent, and hot debate over constitutional 

rights. While the very nature of democracy is grounded 

in debate and disagreement, it seems we have ceased to 

fight fair, and do know how to come to consensus and 

compromise. Some struggle to find their voice and have 

resorted to acts of violence. It seems that we are no 

longer united as a nation in the way that our forefathers 

were.  

Yet, I have to remind myself that there is still reason to 

hope. The greatest glimmer of hope that I see is in the 

faces of children in classrooms across the state, led by 

Washington’s fearless teachers. I am astonished at the 

strength and fortitude of teachers today. Teachers who 

have persevered, been flexible, adapted, and continued 

to do what is best for students. I am heartened at seeing 

Washington’s schools stand as bastions of equity and 

social justice, that provide students with the safety and 

security to grow and develop into the human beings that 

they were meant to be. It is in you, Washington 

educators, that I find hope. 

In the best of times, teaching is not for the faint of heart. 

That is what amazes me. Despite the absolute upheaval 

of traditional schooling, our teachers have continued to 

provide children with good instruction and support for 

their socio-emotional well-being. With lovingkindness, 

supporting students whose lives are no less traumatic 

than their own. I believe that now, more than ever, 

educators need our support and love.  It is with this in 

mind that I am thrilled to have accepted this position as 

Executive Director of Washington State ASCD. As I take 

the helm of WSASCD, I am overwhelmed with gratitude 

and humility to have been selected to serve in this role. It 

is an honor to follow in the footsteps of Carrie Lam, who 

has left enormous shoes to fill. Carrie has been the 

Executive Coordinator for WSASCD for 5 years. She will 

be missed, and we wish her the best in her return to the 

classroom 

As such, WSASCD’s professional learning goals for this 

coming year are focused on three primary events:  

1. New Teacher Institute 

2. Whole Educator Institute 

3. Whole Child Institute.  

We owe the Office of the Superintendent of Instruction 

and Superintendent Reykdal thanks for supporting this 

important work with the Professional Learning ESSER 

Grant. We also are thrilled to be supporting educational 

leaders in the implementation of House Bill 1363 to 

provide a pathway to healing for the Secondary 

Traumatic Stress that teachers have experienced in their 

workplace. 

So, while you as educators strive to provide for the socio-

emotional learning of our students, let WSASCD provide 

that for you. I am looking forward to working with the 

WSASCD Board of Directors as they represent you, their 

constituents, and hear your voices through them as to 

what you need to thrive as educators. That is not to say 

that I would not love to hear from each of you! Please do 

not hesitate to reach out to me, should you want to 

share your experiences, or your hopes, wishes, and 

dreams for future professional learning and support that 

WSASCD can give you. 

The WSASCD Board will also have new leadership this 

year. Dr. Hannah Gberno, Chief Academic Officer, 

Olympia School District, will transition off of the WSASCD 

Board. While her leadership will be sorely missed, we are 

thrilled to have Marissa Rathbone, Director of Strategic 

Advocacy of the Washington State School Directors’ 

Association assuming the Presidency. Andra Kelley-
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Batstone, Assistant Principal of Olympia High School, will 

serve as President-Elect.  

The WSASCD will also be saying farewell to Board 

Members: Mannu Sikka, Alicen Gaytley, Angel Carrizales, 

Todd Setterling, Dr. Ginger Callison and Dr. Jill Heiney-

Smith. We are so grateful for their time, energy, and 

talent that they have graciously shared with us and wish 

them well. 

In their place, we are excited to welcome newly elected 

Colleen Frerks (ESD 171), Theresa Kendall (ESD 105), and 

Amy Reisner (ESD 189). Shannon Szymczak will serve as 

the new Teacher Representative, and Bethany Moffatt 

will be our new Higher Education Representative. It is 

important to note that we also have vacancies in two 

Board positions, one for ESD 112 and 113. Should you or 

anyone wish to serve, please reach out. 

As we close out this school year, pat yourselves on the 

back for your outstanding work and fortitude, and have a 

safe and healthy summer. 

 

Claire Asander Carter, EdS is the 

Executive Director for Washington 

State ASCD. Besides serving WSASCD, 

she teaches online Master's in 

Education and teacher certification 

courses. If you have an interest in 

partnering or have a professional learning idea, please 

contact me at clairecarterascd@gmail.com.   
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